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some saving in cost and without any disturbance to the foundation
of the road.
With non-rigid roads it is desirable to finish to a half-camber shape
to allow for any slight wear or depression holding water.
Finishing the Slab.
The finishing of the concrete surface is a process requiring careful
supervision and considerable skill on the part of the operators. In
many cases tamping is considered sufficient to provide a regular
surface which will not be too smooth. Surfaces may also be finished
by floating from a bridge with wooden floats, by rolling trans-
versely with a long-handled or rope-drawn roller, 6 in. diameter and
6 ft Jong, weighing about 100 Ib , until water ceases to come to the
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jig. 110.—surface float and grooving roluer for finishing
the slab,
surface; or by belting with a canvas or rubber belt—transversely
and with a see-saw movement—not more than 12 in. wide, with
sticks nailed across the ends for handles. These processes compress
the concrete, reduce the voids, and force out the surplus water.
Kg. 110 shows a surfacing float which is manipulated by a long,
handle, and an impression roller for grooving concrete paving;
the roller is used after the concrete has taken its initial set,
Curing and Protection,
- After the finishing of the concrete surface it is necessary to take
further steps to obtain a hard-wearing pavement* In the first
instance some protection from animals, and in town districts also
from children, until the concrete has set hard enough to bear sueh^
weights, is essential, and close fencing may become a* necessity,
Wirs-setting or split oak fencing is very suitable for this purpose,
When the concrete is sufficiently hard—i.e. after about 1-2
, it, should be " cured " for a period of two to three weeks.

